FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

USA Climbing Announces Blocz and Dimension as Volume Suppliers for 2017/18 and 2018/19 Seasons

Boulder, Colorado – August 28, 2017

USA Climbing, the United States National Governing Body for the sport of competition climbing, today named two volume companies as Suppliers of USA Climbing for the next two seasons: Blocz Climbing Equipment and Dimension Volumes.

“We are looking forward to working with Dimension and Blocz as they push to solidify their positions as ‘best in class’ in the wood volumes marketplace,” said Kynan Waggoner, CEO of USA Climbing. “Their support will undoubtedly help us to continue to elevate the quality of climbing competitions in the U.S. in the years to come.”

Kyle and Juliane McCoy of Blocz report: “We are honored to have been selected as a USAC volume supplier for the 2018 and 2019 seasons. We look forward to continuing our close partnership with USA Climbing and providing the competitors and spectators with new and exciting shapes with the excellent texture and quality Blocz is known for. Blocz has a lot planned for the next year and is continuing to perfect the climbing volume.”

"Before Dimension volumes were born, we had been honing our route setting skills for over ten years and like everyone else in the route setting game our minds were always blown by the show USA Climbing was putting on for the Bouldering Nationals and the Vail World Cup” said Kristopher Feeney of Dimension Volumes. “These competitions helped define the current style of route setting in North America and Dimension is proud to be an official volume supplier for all upcoming USA Climbing events.”

For more information about these companies, please visit their respective websites

blocz.com
www.facebook.com/blocz.de

dimensionvolumes.com
www.facebook.com/dimensionvolumes

About USA Climbing: USA Climbing is the United States National Governing Body for the sport of competition climbing. The organization manages the disciplines of Bouldering, Speed and Sport climbing as well as the Collegiate and Adaptive series. USA Climbing, a member federation of the International Federation of Sport Climbing (IFSC), also hosts IFSC World Cup events and sends athletes to participate in the IFSC’s World Cup circuit and the World Climbing and Adaptive Climbing Championships. For more information contact:

Katie Henry | Communications Coordinator | katie@usaclimbing.org | 303.499.0715